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About This Game

Achromatic is a minimalist puzzle game about connecting dots in order to transform them all to one cohesive color. Draw a
straight line between two dots of the same color to paint the dots between them. However, you can only change dots of one color

at a time. You'll quickly encounter unique dots with exciting properties. For example the square dot lets you change the
direction of your line, or the triangle dots are synchronized such that changing one of them changes all of them.

Achromatic features an original and relaxing sound track to accompany its polished minimalist aesthetic. Its smooth difficulty
curve will teach you the mechanics and gently ease you into more difficult levels. All levels were carefully designed by hand to
ensure the best puzzling experience possible. For those craving a challenge, bonus levels are available after beating the game to

really test your logic skills.

Features:

60 handcrafted level plus 10 challenging bonus levels

Unique dots with special properties

An undo button to encourage experimentation and prevent frustration

Color blind mode
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Organic Panic Preview. These are my opinions. First of all, I recommend this game for people who like arcade quick platform
action shooter mini games. This is a unique platformer action puzzle game with great physics and destructable levels. It kind of
reminds me of Little Big Planet and Worm's games but without the strategic timer turns. I have played most of the levels, which
we have access to at the moment. And can't wait to play them again. This game has replay value, great music and sounds. Most
levels in Story mode can be accomplished in different ways. The level editor is amazing and simple to use. Many cool tools with
a UI well implemented. In the level editor mode there is an option where you can test your map on the fly and press back button
to continue editing your level. I like the control scheme in the level editor, very organized. Gameplay is fun and entertaining.
The graphics are gorgeous and cartoon style. The special effects are beautiful. There are 4 character which you play with. Each
character feels different and have there own abilities and special powers. Controls are responsive and intuitive.I play this game
with an Xbox 360 controller. Game is playable, Fantastic price. But remember, the game is in early access and there are going to
be bugs.
Here's a view of Stage 2:
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5HmnGSvYh3s. Lets see, I just payed 3 dollars for 3 survey missions. Buy it extremely on
sale, or not at all. No story elements were added, and no new item drops, not worth it.. This is garbage. Decided to give EXIT a
try after watching a few videos and previews of the game. I enjoyed playing through the various levels this game offers. At first
glance, it's a tiny bit pricey at $8.99, but given the amount of content and the future updates that will include many more levels
to play through, you'll be getting more than enough value for the price.

Music is solid. Controls are responsive, with only one ball being allowed to move at a time. You can use the keyboard or mouse
to move the balls around.

Gameplay is simple to pick up on with easy levels at first to show you the basics. Simple objective to get all the balls into their
matching color slots. All levels are pure logic, with no guessing needed. It's more learning the mechanics and obstacles in later
levels and seeing how they play into solutions.

You can play in Casual, Normal, or Pro. Only difference is the tighter time limits as you go up on difficulty. So in Pro, you'll
want to have solid routes planned already. Achievements are not that hard to get after a little practice. Once you beat a group of
levels, you can practice the individual levels to learn new strategies, which can help in getting achievements and getting through
Pro if you want to go that way.

Overall, a very solid puzzle game. Good amount of replay value if you're trying to improve chapter stats. With the future
updates, this will get more value.. Never even considered playing space games before, was introduced to Star citizen and was
very disappointed but it left me hungry for a decent space game, Elite dangerous filled that void to the point I will never be
hungry again. Just buy it, some very exciting updates to come and there is plenty to do in the meantime. Its simply the best game
I have every played but be patient, starting out in elite is very overwhelming the game doesnt hold your hand, but persevere and
you will be hooked. ( They have introduced a new player experience in a recent update which will help alot).
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A really great mini game. Unheard has a pretty unique concept, but it lacks a lot of substance. You have five missions (Four
excluding the tutorial) which have you do the same thing, stand and listen to people, while answering different questions. It
wouldn't be much of a problem if the game had a lose condition, or some sort of consequence. The only consequence is that the
level starts over again, with all of your notes and guesses still intact, and you can seek back to whatever you needed to listen to.
Unheard would have been a lot more suspenseful and tedious if you were able to lose somehow. You can basically brute force
the answers on every level and only miss out on achievements for perfecting the levels themselves. It would be more interesting
if your answers had any sort of impact on the game itself, like falsely accusing someone of murder, but even then that's wasn't in
the developer's scope.
$6 for roughly three hours of gameplay is an okay deal, but once you beat the game you don't have much else to do past that
point, besides the perfection achievements which I didn't bother with. You can't pick any other answer than the right one, nor
can you follow a different story path. I'd only recommend this game if you wanted a short and sweet mystery. If you're deaf or
hard of hearing there's no subtitles, which is understandable for a game that revolves around listening to people... but nothing is
actually lost if you read a transcript of a level's dialogue.. AI arcade space action - You will never spent a better \u00a31.99.
Pulse pounding not stop action. with some nice missions and upgrades.
The 3d flight engine is very good.
Great sound and grafixs. playing at 2050x1080 looks good.
Music is "classic" and fits perfectly,
Play with kb\/mouse or joystick. I was immediately interested after all the comparisons to Jones in the Fast Lane and yup... if
you are a fan of that classic digital board game, this will most certainly scratch that itch thats been waiting almost 2 decades for
a follow-up! Excellent, excellent game.. The game has some glitches that are pretty rough to get around.

1.) Unfortunately, the in-game currency gets spent, but the prizes are not won\/obtained. This happens with some of the cars.
2.) A controller doesn't seem to work through all the menu items. If you buy a track, it doesn't let you scroll any more. You need
to go back the the mouse to continue on.
3.) The game has a reset button for kids when they get stuck. It drops the car back onto the middle of the track. Some tracks,
you just fall through the floor when pressing this and have to restart the race. You pray the kids don't press that button again.
4.) If you run into a wall or out of "bounds" (not clear on some tracks), then your cars' in-game position gets stuck at that place
acording to placement\/rank. Kids who are in first place suddenly see they are in 5th at the end of the race, even if they lap other
racers.
5.) That said, if you race clean, you are in first place even if you come in 2nd place.... ???
6.) It's not clear who the other racers are compared to you on the leader boards for kids 5 or younger. All it says is "player" and
the other cars have names... there's also always a 6th NPC who doesn't race, but shows up on the boards as having done nothing.

For $1, it was worth the 2 hrs of fun the kids had and stayed out of mommy's hair. I would first suggest looking at other, less-
buggy, games, even if they are simpler.. Haven't played much, but I am sold on the Macross experience.. 'Stick Fight' with
tanks.. this ♥♥♥♥♥ baller
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